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Abstract
We report pair distribution function studies on the relationship between the metal–insulator
transition (MIT) and lattice distortions in pure and Ti-substituted bilayer Ca3Ru2O7. Structural
refinements performed as a function of temperature, magnetic field and length scale reveal the
presence of lattice distortions not only within but also orthogonal to the bilayers. Because of the
distortions, the local and average crystal structure differ across a broad temperature region
extending from room temperature to temperatures below the MIT. The coexistence of distinct
lattice distortions is likely to be behind the marked structural flexibility of Ca3Ru2O7 under
external stimuli. This observation highlights the ubiquity of lattice distortions in an archetypal
Mott system and calls for similar studies on other families of strongly correlated materials.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

Strongly correlated transition metal oxides are known to
exhibit unconventional properties due to the presence of
strongly interacting charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom
[1–4]. Moreover, the interaction renders their ground state
susceptible to external stimuli, providing an opportunity to
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investigate the former by tuning the latter. A typical example
is the family of Ruddelsden–Popper type layered calcium
ruthenates, in particular the bilayer compound Ca3Ru2O7 and
its derivatives [5–9]. It is built of perovskite (CaRuO3)2 bilay-
ers with RuO6 octahedra that are separated by CaO rock-salt
layers, as shown in figure 1 [10]. Due to the small Gold-
schmidt’s tolerance factor [11], the compound exhibits RuO6

octahedral rotations and tilts, contributing to its structural
flexibility. It is paramagnetic (PM) at room temperature and
becomes an antiferromagnet (AFM) at TN = 56 K while
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Figure 1. Fragment from the crystal structure of Ca3Ru2O7 built of
double layers of Ru-O6 octahedra (brown) with Ca atoms (red)
occupying empty space between the octahedra. The octahedra are
both in-plane rotated and out-of-plane tilted with respect to one
another, rendering the rotation (β1 and β2) and tilt (Φ) angles
significantly different from 180◦. The unit cell is outlined with a
broken blue line. Oxygen atoms are in blue. Distance (vertical green
arrow) between (002) atomic planes (horizontal green lines) is also
given. The octahedra are distorted such that basal (intraplane)
Ru–oxygen distances R1 and R2 are different. Apical (out-of-plane)
Ru–O distances R3 and R4 are also different.

remaining metallic. Then, an abrupt Mott-like transition takes
place at TMIT = 48 K to a near insulating phase [7, 12].
Earlier work has revealed that substituting Ti for Ru enhances
the structural changes accompanying the metal-to-insulator
transition (MIT) and, furthermore, significantly increases the
temperature of PM-to-AFM phase transition [8, 13]. While
the effect of external stimuli on the average crystal structure
is still relevant, a likely key feature behind the enhancement
is the emergence of lattice distortions leading to local vari-
ations in the crystal field strength [14]. Besides chemical sub-
stitution, the effect of other common external stimuli such
as magnetic field and pressure on the electronic ground state
structure of Ca ruthenates has also been related to emergent
lattice distortions [15–17]. However, no systematic studies on

the character of the distortions have been conducted so far.
Here we concentrate on revealing it by studying pure and
Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 compounds using low temperature
total x-ray scattering, including experiments in magnetic field.
We find that the distortions occur not only in the individual
bilayers but also involve bilayer–bilayer correlations, where
the former increase with diminishing temperature and, simil-
arly to the latter, diminish with magnetic field. Furthermore,
we find that the local and average crystal lattice differ in terms
ofmagnitude of the lattice distortions over a broad temperature
range including the MIT. We argue that the distinct lattice dis-
tortions in pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 may be viewed
at as their lattice degrees of freedom enabling the emergence
of distinct electronic phases while the average crystallographic
symmetry is preserved. Our findings highlight the importance
of lattice distortions to the rich physics exhibited by strongly
correlated transition metal oxides in general and in particular
bilayer Ca ruthenates.

2. Experiment

Pure and 3% Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 crystals were grown
using a floating zone [8]. In line with the findings of prior
studies, in house x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments showed
that the crystals adopt an orthorhombic (S.G. Bb21m) struc-
ture. Electronic transport and thermal properties of the samples
related to the MIT are reported in [8]. Results from magnetic
measurements done on a physical property measuring system
from Quantum Design are shown in figure 2. In line with the
results of prior studies [5–13], both compounds are seen to
undergo a PM-to-AFM transition at 55 K and 62 K while
the MIT takes place at 48 K and 47 K, respectively. Hyster-
esis curves measured below the MIT confirm the presence of
a metamagnetic phase transition in both compounds, where
a ferromagnetic-like behavior is observed when the applied
magnetic field reaches a critical value. For both pure and 3%
Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7, the field dependence of the mag-
netization appears linear above 70 K, as expected for PM
materials.

Synchrotron XRD experiments were conducted at the
beamline 28-ID-1 (PDF) at the National Synchrotron Light
Source-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory using x-rays with
energy of 74.46 keV (λ = 0.1665 Å). Samples were sealed
in Kapton tubes and positioned inside a liquid He cryostat
used to control their temperature. XRD data were obtained in
transmission geometry, and scattered intensities were collec-
ted using an amorphous silicon PerkinElmer area detector. For
each of the samples, data were taken over a temperature range
from 300 K down to 10 K. Two data sets were obtained at
each temperature point. One of the sets was obtained with the
detector positioned 1000 mm away from the sample to achieve
high resolution in reciprocal space necessary for Rietveld
analysis described below. The other data set was obtained
with the detector positioned 204 mm away from the sample
to reach high wave vectors, q, (qmax = 28 Å−1 in the cur-
rent experiment) necessary to obtain high real space resol-
ution atomic pair distribution functions (PDFs). The PDFs
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Figure 2. Selected Bragg peaks, labeled with their Miller indices, for (a), (c) pure and (e), (f) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7. The intensity of the
peaks, in particular the (004) peak, changes markedly just below 50 K, reflecting the MIT transition. The paramagnetic (PM) metal to
antiferromagnetic (AF) metal and MIT transitions, taking place at TN and TMIT, respectively, are clearly seen as inflection points in the
magnetization data for (d) pure and (h) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7. Data in (b) and (g) show the presence of a metamagnetic phase transition
in, respectively, pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 when an external magnetic field in the order of 6 T is applied at a fixed temperature
below the MIT (magenta and black curves). As it may be expected, magnetization data in (b) and (g) taken at 70 K (blue curves), i.e. at a
temperature above the PM-to-AF transition, show a linear increase with the applied field, i.e. a behavior typical for PM materials. Note that
the intensity of XRD peaks in (a), (e), (c), (f) increases as their color changes from blue towards dark red. The increase is at a constant rate,
as indicated by the color bars on the right of the plot.

were derived from the XRD data following a well-established
protocol [18]. Experimental XRD patterns for pure and Ti-
substituted Ca3Ru2O7 collected at different temperatures are
summarized in figure S1 in terms of intensity color maps.
Intensity color maps of the experimental PDFs are shown in
Figure S2. For both samples, low temperature XRD patterns
were also obtained in magnetic field with a strength of 5 T this
time using x-rays with energyE= 116.63 keV (λ= 0.1063Å).
For the purpose, the samples were mounted on the tip of a cold
finger attached to the cryostat and then inserted into the bore
of an electromagnet.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Average crystal structure

To reveal the temperature evolution of the average crystal
lattice, the high q-resolution XRD data were subjected to
Rietveld analysis [19] based on the known orthorhombic struc-
ture of Ca3Ru2O7 [10]. In general, the fits, where lattice para-
meters, atomic positions and isotropic thermal factors were
refined, reproduced the data well except the low-angle (002)
and (004) Bragg peaks. Representative fits are given in figure
S3. If the fits are repeated using a fixed value for the c para-
meter of the orthorhombic lattice directly derived from either
(002) or (004) Bragg peaks, the latter are well fit but the fit
to the remaining part of the XRD patterns deteriorates, as
exemplified on figure S4. Moreover, values for the c lattice
parameter obtained from (002) and (004) Bragg peaks appear
different. The result shows that the periodicity of the crystal
lattice in pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 is disturbed in a
direction perpendicular to the layers, likely due to disparities

in bilayer–bilayer stacking distances (∼ one half of c; see
figure 1) and distances between atoms at both sides of the
bilayers (∼ one quarter of c) that are affected by the magnitude
of octahedral tilts. Such a type of lattice distortion is typical
for layered materials, including layered perovskites [20, 21].
The temperature evolution of a, b and c lattice parameters
obtained through Rietveld fits and that for c lattice paramet-
ers directly derived from (002) and (004) Bragg peaks in the
respective experimental XRD patterns are shown in figure 3.
The evolution exhibits a discontinuity at the MIT, which is
most noticeable with the c lattice parameters directly obtained
from (002) Bragg peaks. The c lattice parameter obtained
from (00l) Bragg peaks in neutron diffraction patterns behaves
similarly [13]. Concurrently, the unit cell volume increases
slightly, which is also in line with the findings of previous
studies [9, 10, 13].

3.2. Local crystal structure

To assess the distortions in the crystal lattice of pure and Ti-
substituted Ca3Ru2O7, we performed atomic PDF analysis that
has proven useful in studies on crystals with intrinsic disorder
[22, 23]. Representative atomic PDFs derived from XRD data
obtained below and above the MIT, as fit [24] with a model
based on the orthorhombic crystal structure of Ca3Ru2O7, are
given in figure 4. Similarly to the case of Rietveld fits, lat-
tice parameters, atomic positions and isotropic thermal factors
were refined in the PDF fits. As can be seen in figure 4 (left), an
orthorhombicmodel that reproduces verywell low-r PDF data,
which reflect bonding distances within the unit cell (∼20 Å),
does not reproduce well the higher-r PDF data unless it is fur-
ther refined against these data. The latter model, however, fails
to reproduce well the low-r PDF data (see figure 4, right).
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Figure 3. (a), (b), (c) Temperature evolution of Rietveld refined a, b and c lattice parameters and (d) unit cell volume, V, for pure (black
squares) and Ti-substituted (red circles) Ca3Ru2O7 over a broad temperature range. Temperature evolution of the c lattice parameter
for (e) pure and (f) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 in the vicinity of MIT as derived through Rietveld fits (black squares) and computed from
the position of (002)/red dots and (004)/blue triangles Bragg peaks in the experimental XRD patterns. Black vertical arrows in (e),
(f) highlight the presence of a discontinuity in the thermal evolution of c lattice parameter taking place at the MIT. Line through each set of
data points is a guide for the eye. Data in (e) and (f) are summarized in table S1.

Orthorhombic lattice parameters a, b, and c and the so-called
orthorhombicity parameter, γ, defined as |a − b|/[0.5|a + b|],
reflecting distortions in the octahedral bilayers are summar-
ized in figure 5, as obtained from Rietveld fits and fits to low-r
PDF data. Results in figures 4 and 5 show that the local and
average crystal structure of nominally orthorhombic pure and
Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 are not exactly the same, in particu-
lar in terms of bilayer distortions (γ values) and irregularities
in the bilayer–bilayer separations. The magnitude of the latter
can be conveniently assessed from the difference between c
parameter values derived from Rietveld fits and such derived
directly from (00l) Bragg peaks.

To evaluate the difference as a function of length scale, we
performed an extensive series of fits against PDFs obtained at
different temperatures. In particular, for a given temperature,
we refined the orthorhombic model against a sliding 10 Åwin-
dow ranging from [1.5–10.5 Å] to [65.5–70.5 Å] in 5 Å steps,
resulting in 14 fits per temperature. The results of each refine-
ment represent the best-fit atomic structure on the length scale

set by the window, which is half of the crystallographic unit
cell, i.e. equal to the bilayer–bilayer separation (see figure 1).
Values for γ and c resulted from the refinements are shown
in figure 6 for four representative temperatures. As can be
seen in the figure, bilayer distortions and separation increase
with interatomic distances and reach values characteristic to
the average crystal structure at distances of about 30 Å that
involve a stack of three perovskite bilayers. Data in figure 6
also show that the difference is preserved over a broad tem-
perature range, including the MIT.

The origin of the spin lattice coupling in the ruthenates
is associated with the orbital degree of freedom of Ru 4d
electrons, which occupy four t2g orbitals. Because Ti and Ru
have the same valence state, i.e. Ti doping does no introduce
additional charge carriers, changes in the electronic proper-
ties of both pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7, including the
low-temperature transitions they undergo, may be expected to
come largely from changes in the energy positon and occupa-
tion of t42g orbitals. In turn, the latter are known to be highly
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Figure 4. (Left panel) Successful orthorhombic (S.G. Bb21m) fits (red line) to the low-r part of experimental PDFs (symbols) for pure (a),
(c) and Ti-substituted (e), (g) Ca3Ru2O7 obtained at 290 K and 10 K. The residual difference (blue line) is shifted downward for clarity.
Structure parameters resulted from the fits, however, cannot reproduce well the higher-r part of the PDFs, as shown in (b), (d) and (f), (h),
respectively. (Right panel) Successful orthorhombic (S.G. Bb21m) fits to the high-r part of PDFs for pure (b), (d) and Ti-substituted (f),
(h) Ca3Ru2O7 obtained at 290 K and 10 K. Structure parameters resulted from the fits cannot reproduce well the low-r part of the PDFs, as
shown in (a), (c) and (e), (g), respectively. The divergence between the nominally orthorhombic fits to low-r and high-r PDF data indicates
that the local and average crystal structure of studied systems are significantly different.

dependent on the distortions of Ru-O6 octahedra, involving
in-plane octahedral rotations (β1 and β2 angles), out-of-plane
tilting (Φ angles) and flattening [15, 16]. To evaluate the dis-
tortions, we computed the rotation and tilt angles defined in
figure 1 both from Rietveld and PDF refined structure models.
Results are shown in figure 7. As can be seen in the Figure,
the magnitude of the rotations and tilting appears length scale
dependent because their Rietveld (sensitive to the average
crystal structure) and PDF (sensitive to the local crystal struc-
ture) derived values differ. We also computed Ru–O bond-
ing distances and summarized the results in figure 8. In line
with the findings of prior studies [10], data in the Figure show
that the octahedral distortions in the studied systems change
markedly at the MIT.

3.3. Influence of magnetic field

Due to strong spin–orbit interactions, pure and Ti-substituted
Ca3Ru2O7 are known to respond strongly to external mag-
netic field [7, 8, 12]. We collected XRD data in a constant
field of 5 T in a temperature range extending from 70 K down
to 20 K. For both compounds, Rietveld analysis of the data
was successful both at low and high Bragg angles using a
single value of the c lattice parameter (see figure S5). Refined

values of that parameter are summarized in figure 9 together
with results from Rietveld analysis of XRD data collected
in zero magnetic field. Also shown in the Figure are values
for orthorhombicity derived from both sets of lattice para-
meters. As can be seen in the Figure, and in line with the
findings of previous studies [15, 16], external magnetic field
markedly changes the lattice parameters and orthorhombicity
in both pure and Ti- substituted Ca3Ru2O7, including their
temperature evolution. From the Rietveld refined models, we
also computed rotation and tilt angles of Ru-O6 octahedra.
Results are shown in figure 10. Data in figures 7 and 10
differ, indicating that magnetic field also affects the spatial
orientation of Ru-O6 octahedra. Moreover, it affects the octa-
hedra flattening, as a comparison between out-of-plane Ru–O
bonding distances shown in figures 8 and 11 indicates. Note,
data in these Figures are computed from PDF refined mod-
els because, by definition, atomic PDFs directly reflect atomic
pair distances.

4. Discussion

The MIT in pure and Ti-doped Ca3Ru2O7 is accompanied by
a moderate increase in the a and decrease in the b lattice para-
meter leading to an increase in the orthorhombic distortion
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Figure 5. (a), (b) and (c) Temperature evolution of orthorhombic a,
b and c lattice parameters for pure (solid black triangles) and
Ti-substituted (solid red circles) Ca3Ru2O7 as derived from Rietveld
analysis. Same quantities derived from PDF analysis are shown as
open black triangles and open red circles, respectively. (d) Values
for orthorhombicity, γ, computed from the refined lattice
parameters. All data sets exhibit a more or less expressed
discontinuity at the MIT, highlighted by the vertical light blue
rectangles. Dotted vertical arrows indicate the direction and
magnitude of changes with Ti substitution. In particular, the b and c
lattice parameters as well as orthorhombicity are seen to diminish
with Ti substitution. The opposite is true for the a lattice parameter.
Also, results from Rietveld and PDF analysis differ systematically,
indicating the presence of a difference between the average and
local crystal structure. Line through each set of data points is a
guide for the eye. Data are summarized in tables S2 and S3.

of (CaRuO3)2 bilayers (see figures 3(a), (b) and 5(d)).
Concurrently, a sharp decrease in the c lattice parameter
takes place but the disparity between the c lattice paramet-
ers determined by (002)/(004) Bragg peaks and Rietveld fits,
remains (see figures 3(e) and (f)). The disparity between in-
plane rotations of Ru-O6 octahedra sharing a common oxy-
gen atom, as measured by the increased difference between
β1 and β2 angles, also increases (figure 7). Just below the
MIT, the octahedral tilts increase (Φ angles deviates further
from 180◦) and then decrease with further diminishing tem-
perature, contributing to an overall twisting of the bilayers.
Furthermore, the Ru-O6 octahedra expand along the bilayers
and flatten in a direction perpendicular to the layers, as indic-
ated by the temperature evolution of basal and apical Ru–O
bonding distances, respectively, shown in figure 8. It has been
argued that tilting of Ru-O6 octahedra would favor antifer-
romagnetic (AF) order. It has also been argued that the con-
current flattening and tilting of Ru-O6 octahedra would lift
the degeneracy of t2g orbitals of Ru atoms by lowering the
energy of dxy orbitals relative to that of dyz and dxz orbit-
als, leading to orbital polarization such that xy orbitals in the
down-spin channel are almost fully occupied and xz/yz orbitals
are nearly empty, thus stabilizing the insulating ground state

Figure 6. Orthorhombic (S.G. Bb21m) lattice parameter c resulted
from a sequential, ‘box-car’-type refinement of atomic PDFs for
(a) Ti-substituted and (c) pure Ca3Ru2O7 obtained at a temperature
of 100 K (brown), 200 K (magenta) and 290 K (red), which are
above the MIT, and 10 K (blue), which is below the MIT. Data for
orthorhombicity in Ti-substituted and pure Ca3Ru2O7 obtained from
the refinements are also shown in (b) and (d), respectively. In both
compounds, bilayer distortions and bilayer–bilayer separation
increase with interatomic distances over a broad temperature range.
Also, as indicated by the diminished c lattice parameter, locally,
i.e. for distances shorter than 30 Å, both compounds appear more
compressed and with a reduced orthorhombicity in comparison to
the bulk values derived from Rietveld fits and fits to higher-r
PDF data. Line through each set of the data points is a guide to
the eye.

[11, 13, 15]. Therefore, the insulating AF phase of Ca3Ru2O7

appears to be promoted by increased overall orthorhombic
distortion of (CaRuO3)2 bilayers (parameter γ), both frus-
trated and decreased bilayer separations, and increased dis-
tortions of Ru-O6 octahedra. The strengthening of MIT tak-
ing place upon partially substituting Ti for Ru may be largely
attributed to the increased flattening of Ru-O6 octahedra,
reflecting the steep shortening of basal Ru–O distances (see
figure 8) and related increase in the discontinuity, ∆c, of c
lattice parameter (∆c = 0.006 Å in pure vs ∆c = 0.012 Å
in Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7; see figure 3) taking place at
the TMIT.

Lastly, it may not come as a surprise that an external
magnetic field of 5 T, which is known to destabilize the
insulating phase, both increases the c lattice parameter and
smooths its temperature evolution near the MIT. Concur-
rently, the orthorhombicity (figure 9), octahedral tilting and
bilayer twisting (figure 10) appear decreased. Furthermore,
both the flattening of Ru-O octahedra (compare the thermal
evolution of apical Ru–O bonding distances in figures 8
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Figure 7. Temperature evolution of octahedral tilt (Φ) and rotation (β1 and β2) Ru–O–Ru angles in (left) pure and (right) Ti-substituted
Ca3Ru2O7. The angles are defined in figure 1. Solid symbols represent data derived from Rietveld fits and open symbols represent data
derived from PDF fits, where both Rietveld and PDF fits are based on data obtained in zero magnetic field, respectively. The two rotation
angles are close above MIT and seen to bifurcate below it whereas the tilt angle exhibits a broad undulation, rendering Ru–O bilayers
twisted. Rietveld results are consistent with those reported in [10]. Notably, locally, the bilayer twisting appears decreased (open vs
solid vertical arrows) and the octahedral tilting increased (Φ shifts further away from 180◦) in comparison to those exhibited by the
average crystal structure, as indicated by the divergence between Rietveld fit and PDF fit derived data. Also, pure and Ti-substituted
Ca3Ru2O7 show fine differences in the bilayer twisting and octahedral rotation. Line through each set of the data points is a guide to
the eye.

Figure 8. Temperature evolution of Ru–O bonding distances in (left) pure and (right) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 derived from fits to PDFs
obtained in zero magnetic field. Above MIT, the bonding distances show the usual uniform shrinking with diminishing temperature.
Below MIT, the apical Ru–oxygen distances R3 and R4 drop (vertical arrows) and the basal distance R1 hardly changes. By contrast, the
basal distance R2 increases with further diminishing temperature. The observed changes in Ru–O bonding distances signal a stretching
and flattening of Ru-O6 octahedra in a direction parallel and perpendicular to the bilayers, respectively. Furthermore, fine differences
between Ru–O distances in pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 are observed. In particular, R1 distances in the former are systematically
shorter than R1 distances in the latter (compare the relative vertical displacement of the blue hatched rectangles that encompass the
respective sets). The opposite is true for R2 distances (compare the relative vertical displacement of the green hatched rectangles that
encompass the respective data sets). Distances R1 to R4 are defined in figure 1. Line through each set of data points is a guide to
the eye.
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Figure 9. Comparison between c lattice parameters for (a) pure and (b) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 derived from Rietveld fits to XRD data
collected in zero magnetic field (solid black triangles) and in field with a strength of 5 T (open black triangles). Values for the c lattice
parameter obtained from the position of the (002) Bragg peak in the respective XRD patterns are also shown as solid and open red circles,
respectively. (c) Values for the orthorhombicity, γ, in pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 computed from a and b lattice parameters derived
from fits to PDFs obtained in zero magnetic field (solid triangles and circles) and in field with a strength of 5 T (open triangles and circles).
Dotted arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of changes in the lattice parameter c and orthorhombicity when magnetic field is
applied. In particular, the magnetic field is seen to diminish both the discontinuity in the c lattice parameter and orthorhombic distortion
of bilayers of RuO6 octahedra. Line through each set of the data points is a guide to the eye. Data are summarized in tables S4
and S5.

Figure 10. Temperature evolution of octahedral tilt (Φ) and rotation (β1 and β2) Ru–O–Ru angles in (left) pure and (right) Ti-substituted
Ca3Ru2O7. The angles are defined in figure 1. Solid symbols represent data derived from Rietveld refined XRD patterns collected in zero
magnetic field. Open symbols represent data derived from Rietveld refined XRD patterns collected in magnetic field with a strength of 5 T.
For both systems, octahedral tilts appear diminished (Φ shifts toward 180◦) in magnetic field, favoring ferromagnetic type Ru–Ru exchange
interactions. Furthermore, the degree of extra bilayer twisting, as measured by the difference between β1 and β2 values, appear diminished
in magnetic field (open vertical arrow) in comparison to the case of no field (solid vertical arrow). Line through each set of data points is a
guide to the eye.

and 11) and the disparity between the c lattice paramet-
ers obtained from (002)/(004) Bragg peaks and Rietveld fits
appear diminished (figure 9), signaling a largely improved
periodicity of the crystal lattice of corner shared octa-
hedra in a direction perpendicular to the bilayers made
of them (see figure 6). The observed field induced reduc-
tion of octahedral and lattice distortions would eventually
lead to an orbital de-polarization, thus virtually ‘melting’
the Mott insulating phase. Depending on its strength, the
field would also drive pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 to
a more or less ferromagnetic-like state, as shown in prior

studies [13, 15, 25, 26] and indicated by the observed here
decrease in octahedral tilts. Notably, lattice distortions in
both systems are ubiquitous, ranging from fine variations
of bonding distances and angles (figures 5–8) to disrupted
bilayer–bilayer correlations. Moreover, not only they have a
distinct evolution as a function of temperature and magnetic
field but also scale with interatomic distances, rendering the
local and average crystal structure different. This may well
explain the propensity of pure and Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7

to adopt different structure states, each with distinct phys-
ical properties, in responding to different external stimuli.
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Figure 11. Temperature evolution of Ru–oxygen bonding distances in (left) pure and (right) Ti-substituted Ca3Ru2O7 derived from fits to
PDFs obtained in magnetic field with a strength of 5 T. Changes in apical Ru–oxygen bonding distances (R3 and R4) taking place at the MIT
(at approx. 47 K) are much smaller than those observed in zero field (compare with data in figure 8). On the other hand, differences between
R1 distances in pure and R1 distances in Ti-substituted systems appear increased in comparison to the case of no field (compare the relative
vertical displacement of the blue rectangles here vs that of the blue rectangles in figure 8). The same is true for the difference between R2

distances (compare the relative vertical displacement of the green rectangles here vs that of the green rectangles in figure 8). The results
highlight the strong influence of magnetic field on the bonding distances and octahedral flattening in the studied systems. Distances R1 to R4

are defined in figure 1. Line through each set of the data points is a guide to the eye.

Simply, depending on the type and/or magnitude of particu-
lar stimulus, particular structural distortions would (dis)appear
and corresponding electronic structure states (de)stabilized
[7–9, 15, 16, 24, 25].

5. Conclusion

Our work illustrates the complex interplay between charge,
spin and lattice degrees of freedom in bilayer ruthenates,
where the lattice degrees of freedom indeed appear as distinct
lattice distortions. Its major findings are (a) that not only the
constituent octahedra and layers but also bilayer–bilayer cor-
relations in these systems are intrinsically distorted, (b) the
distortions coexist and interact on different length scales inev-
itably affecting charge transport and magnetic properties over
both short and long-range distances, thus bridging proximal
electronic phases with distinct ordered ground states.

Data availability statement
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